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MEDIXSAFE INTRODUCES THE KEY CARE CABINET FOR
ENHANCED KEY CONTROL ACCESS
Memphis, Tennessee . . . January, 2017
MedixSafe, a leader in the access control cabinet market, is pleased to introduce its new Key
Care Cabinet offering. It allows the user to not only organize their access keys, but to control
them, as well.
A "key" feature that differentiates the MedixSafe Key Care Cabinet from low-end key cabinets is
that it enables more secure access. Because a single PIN can be easily compromised, dual, triple
or biometric authentication credentials are required before access to the Key Care Cabinet is
granted. It accommodates over 1,000 individual users and provides an audit trail history of up to
50,000 events. The Key Care Cabinet is accessible via a remote Ethernet network and also has a
manual key override. This ensures that the cabinet can still be accessed via a single key in the
event of an electronic failure.
Key tags for the Key Care Cabinet have an extra large snap open window and each tag holds
multiple keys. A new label can be exchanged on Key Care Cabinet without removing a key and
key tags face out for easy identification.
The Key Care Cabinet is specifically designed to serve the mid-level market, offering an
affordable alternative with advanced features not found in low priced cabinets, but without the
added cost of a high end, expensively priced cabinet. It also offers a manual, supervised key
override feature.
"MedixSafe is dedicated to providing the very best in key control," says Jim Turner, President,
MedixSafe. "Our new Key Care Cabinet allows middle-market end users to bring order and
organization to their keys and allow access to everyone who should have it. It enables them to
know who has accessed the key cabinet and maintain control over their keys. The Key Care
Cabinet gives them the ability to keep the wrong people out, lock people out instantly, and
remotely unlock the cabinet."
Software for the Key Care Cabinet is included. For more information, please visit
http://medixsafe.com/

About MEDIXSAFE: A leader in the access control cabinet market, MedixSafe began
designing and manufacturing narcotics control cabinets in 2008. The first narcotics control
cabinets were designed for the EMS market to be used in ambulances. Based on customer
requests, MedixSafe designed and built different sized cabinets to meet their varying needs.
MedixSafe caters to the key control needs of doctors, dentists, veterinarians, university research
departments and schools of medicine, hospitals, wildlife management services, the U.S. Army,
U.S. Navy, helicopter companies, gold mines, animal hospitals, Indian reservations, pharmacies,
and more. For more information, visit http://medixsafe.com/

